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ONNECTICUT OLLEGE EWS
Vol. 30-Noo 17 Sc per <opy
Head of Religious
Conference To Be
Dr. Jos. Fletcher
The vesper speaker next Sun-
day and leader of the annual re-
ligiouS conference extending
through Tuesday evening will be
Dr. Joseph F. Fletcher, professor
of pastoral theology and clinical
studies at the Episcopal theologi-
cal school in Cambridge, Mass.
His topic will be Christian Bases
for a Just and Desirable Peace.
Monday evening at 8:00 in the
Chapel library there will be a
panel discussion .. Participants in
the discussion will be .Dr. Hanna
Hafkesbrink, Dr. Chester Destler,
Dr. Frank Morris, Commander
Hodgkins. chaplain at the Coast
Guard academy, and .Dr. Fletcher.
Dr. Paul Laubenstein will be
chairman of the panel. There will
be a summary discussion held at
7:00 p.m. Tuesday!
There will be dlcussion periods
with Dr. Fletcher on Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday evenings in
the Religious library; he will con-
duct the chapel services on Mon-
day and Tuesday mornings, and
will be available for individual
conferences on these two days
after the chapel services.
A graduate of the University of
West Virginia, Dr. Fletcher at-
tended the Berkeley Divinity
school at New Haven, and re-
ceived the S.T.D. degree from
Kenyon college in Ohio.
His especial interest is in eco-
nomics, sociology and industry as
related to religion, and he has
served in various capacities with-
in this field in the work of his de-
nomination (Episcopal). For a
year he was a graduate student
and tutor in economic history in
Yale, spent two years in graduate
study and research at the London
School of Economics, University
of London, while curate at St.
Peter's Church in London. He is
an honorary member of the Royal
Historical society and the Chris-
tian Social council, London, and
he is an associate editor of "The
Witness," "Christendom" (Lon-
don) and the "Angican Theologi-
cal Review." For three years he
was chaplain of St. Mary's college
in Raleigh, N. C. He has served as
lecturer at the University of Cin-
Cinnati on the sociology of re-
ligion, on the history of American
See "Conference"-Page 6
Noted Authorities Bryna Samuels '46 Appointed
To Be On Faculty Editor-in-Chief of CCews
Of Summer Sessio~
iew London, Connectlcut, Wedne.da), "areh 21, 1915
'45 Still Leading In
Total WaorBond Sales
Total sales of war stamps
and bonds according to classes
for the school year are as fol-
lows:
Bonds Stamps
$1312.50 $546.45
1050.00 633.55
18.75 746.40
468.75 468.05
A five star summer session has
been scheduled by the administra-
tion and faculty, and those stu-
dents who attend will have the
opportunity of studying under
professors who are outstanding
authorities In their fields.
D H H fk bri k Ruth Benedict, professor of so-r. . a es rIn clology at Columbia university;T II N W f Colston Warne, professor of eco-e s ew ay 0 nomics at Amherst <allege; John
Learning Langllage Kirkpatrick, associate professor
, of music at Mount Holyoke col-
With the financial support of lege; Robert Penn Warren, pro-
the. Rockefeller Foundation and fessor of English at the Univer-
the cooperation of the college ad- sity of Minnesota; Edmund
ministration, Dr. Hanna Hafkes- Moore, professor of history at the
brink-of the German department University of Connecticut; Alvaro
has conducted an experiment in de Silva, professor of Spanish at
the teaching of German in a lib.' New York university; Henry Mil-
eral arts college and issued a re- ler, professor of economics at
port of her discovery in a pam. Queens college; and Richard
phlet called, "A Plea for Con- Chase, instructor of English at
tent." Columbia university, are among
the visiting professors who, with
The experiment was considered members of the Connecticut col.
successful, and the new method oI lege faculty, will conduct the
teaching is to be continued next classes.
year.
Noted Anthrol)Ologlst to Teach
Meaningful Education Dr. Ruth Benedict, a noted an-
In this pamphlet, Dr. Hafkes- thropologist, is the author of
brink says that "The peculiar dlf- many articles and books, the most
ficulty of language teaching at outstanding of which are Pat-
the college level arises from the terns of Culture, and Race, Sci-
discrepancy between the stu- ence and Politics. Dr. Benedict al-
dent's intellectual maturity and so acts as advisor to the D.W.!.
his facility in the language." She on anthropological problems in
goes on to declare that no "care- war. She will direct two courses
fully planned liberal education in social anthropology, and will
can afford to lose sight of the integrate the contributions of sev-
principle that each phase in the eral visiting lecturers, each a dl
process of education must remain tinguished leader in his partlcu-
meaningful in itself without be- lar field. The lecturers include:
coming a mere means to another E. Franklin Frazier, professor of
end." Miss Hafkesbrink continues sociology and anthropology at
this thought by explaining that Howard university; Oscar L. Jan-
the degradation of the study of a owsky, associate professor of his-
foreign language to the level of tory at the College of the City of
"requirements to be completed" New York; Bruno Lasker, are·
without any real interest in the search associate of the American
subject itself for the student, is See "FacuJty"-Page 6
the usual result of studying a lan-
guage through "elementary lln-
guistic drill" and the "reading of
second-rate foreign texts."
The experiment consisted of ap-
proaching the" study of the Ger-
man language through English
orientation lectures on the cen-
tral tqeme of "The Cultural Back-
ground of Contemporary Ger-
many," an appealing and interest-
See "Rockefeller"-Page 4
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DYRNA SAMUELS '46
Week Is Set Aside
To Guide Students
In Aims or Majors
An announcement concerning
Freshman-Sophomore Week has
been issued by Miss Dorothy Ma-
teer, Dean of Sophomores.
"Each year a new generation of
freshmen and sophomores raise
'old and ever-important queslions
concerning the meaning of a col-
lege education. And each year
both professors and deans give
serious thought to the new form
in which these questions are pre-
sented and try to restate the
values of a liberal education in
terms of current problems and of
competing claims.
Majors Chosen Freshman Year
"Students of Connecticut col-
lege are led to such questions by
our expectation that each fresh-
man will define her choice of a
field of major concentration at.. II L d T the end of her first year, and that
"'-0 ege ea ers 0 she will avail herself of the guld-
ance of the Dean of FreshmenSpeak April ]0·12 and of the major advisers in mak-
ing such a choice.
Dr. "Edmund J. Sinnott, who
was recently appointed De,an of Reconsideration Permitted
the Sheffield school of Yale un i- "During the second year stu-
versity, will be "One of the speak- dents are free to reconsider such
ers during the Freshrrlan-Sopho- initial choices and either confirm
more Week of April 9-14. Dr. Sin· or change them by the end of the
not is professor and chairman of sophomore year. Again, she is
the department of botany at Yale, likely to discuss the matter with
and his subject will be "The Na- the Dean of Sophomores and with
tural Sciences and a Liberal Edu- major advisers.
cation," to be presented at 7 p.m. "Such choices do not always
on Wednesday, April 11, in Pal- represent an understanding of the
mer auditorium. total curriculum or of the divi·
The other t\'{o speakers are Dr. sion of a student's total course in·
Benjamin F. Wright and Presi- to three parts: one-third devoted
dent Herbert J_ Davis, of Haxvard to required subjects, one-third de-
university and Smith college, re- voted to a field of major concen-
spectively. Dr. Wright will talk tration, and the one-third devoted
to the two classes on Tuesday, to elective choices.
April 10, at 4:20 p.m. A trustee
of Connecticut college, he is pro- Outside Speakers to Advise
fessor and chairman of the de- "This year, therefore, we have
partment of government at Har-I set aside a week for intensive con·
vard and a member of the Hal'· sideration of the total curriculum
vard' Committee on the Objectives and have invited three outside
of a General Education in a Free speakers, familiar with the ques-
Society. His activities also include ~ions of underclassmen, to speak
membership on the Harvard sub- mfonnally to students and facul·
committee on Special Problems in ty on the educational values and
the Education of Women. He will methods implied in the Social Sci-
talk on the "Social SCiences and a ences, the atural SCiences, and
Liberal Education." the Humanitles_
The final speech will be given "Freshmen and sophomores are
on Thursday, April 12, at 7 p.m. advised to attend all three of
by President Davis .. who will talk these speeches by w~y of gainin.g
on "The Humaniti~§. and a Liber- a better understandmg of thelr
al Education." Beft>re becoming total college courses. In this way
president of Smith college, Dr. we h?pe to assist 3; student. in
Davis was for many years prafes- reachIng a more conSIdered chOIce
or of English at the Universities of her major field as well as of
of Toronto and of Cornell. See "'Veek"-Page 4
Mascot-Hunters Turn Expert~
In Trees, Dogs; Mathematics
by Betty Reitl'el '46 by Sally Radovsky '47
Eets~y McKey wasn't a bit hap- "Don't Sit Under the Apple
PYabout the outcome of the Mas- Tree" will no doubt be remem·
cot Hunt, and after hearing her bered a long ·time bY, the memo
luck, it's not hard to understand bers of the cla~s of 47 as t~e
Why she felt that there just symbol of the .....climax. of an exc~t-
wasn't any justice. In the course ing week of clue-huntmg, commlt-
of searching in every conceivable tee-guessing, and banner-search·
creVice for the replica last Satm- ing.
day, Betsey was poking ar04nd Complete CampuS' Coverage
~~e apple tree beh~d Jane Ad- If there was a bit of under·
ms. But the replIca played a brush that up until the week of
gOod game of hide-and-seek, ex· March 11 1945 could claim that
~tept ~~en it was dislodged from it had ne~er been explored by hu·
t S hIdmg place and dropped to man eye or a tree limb that could
bhe grQ~nd, taking a detour first boast ot' not having been touched
hY bouncing down on Bets~y's by human hand, they can boast
a~C\d. But she was none the Wlser no longer. The sophomores ex~-
had eve~tually the sophomores ined every tree, shrub, and s.Jde-
d to gIve up the chase. walk crack on the Connecticut
POSt Hoot Hunt college campus with a thorough-
Betsey's b~d luck made things ness that would make ~e FBI, or
rather difficult for the "juniors at the ~ery least DICk Tracy,
~vho had a mascot hunt all their green W1I~he~;r7also learned the
wn While trying to find the miss- The c ass 0
• cl "Radovky"-Page 4
See "Reiffel"-Page 5 ~ee
Cooder, WaWler. Imber
And Levin Will Head
, ew Business Staffs
Bryna Samuels '46 has been ap-
painted editor-In-chief of the Con-
necticut College News, it was an-
nounced at the annual News cor-
fee in the Commuters' lounge to-
night. Announcement was also
made of the appointment of Mary
E. Cooder '46 and Frances Wag-
ner '46 as associate advertising
managers; Suzanne Levin '46 as
circulation manager; and Miriam
Imber '46 as business manager.
Key editorial positions will be
filled by Jane Rutter '46, Belly
ReitTel '46, Janet McDonough '46,
Sally Radcvsky '47, Norma Gross
'46, Ellen Hasson '47, and Patricia
McNutt '47.
Bryna Samuels, who succeeds
Georgine Downs '45 as editor-In-
chief, will assume her duties im-
mediately with the publication of
the next issue of News. Bryna has
served as a reporter and also as
managing editor of the paper.
Rutter Associate Ec.litor
Jane Rutter has been appointed
associate editor replacing Shirley
Armstrong '45, who served in that
capacity this year. Jane has· been
a reporter and also has been fea-
ture editor for the past year.
Betty Reiffel and Janet MeDon·
ough have been appointed senior
editors. .
Sally Radovsky, who will re-
place Bryna Samuels as manag-
ing editor, has been a member of
the reporttat staff for the past
year.
Gross Appointed
Norma Gross will succeed Jan-
et McDonough as news editor.
She has served as a reporter since
her freshman year.
Ellen Hasson, also a reporter,
will take over the duties of Presi-
dent's Reporter. Betty Reiffel had
this position this past year.
McNutt Feature Editor
Patricia McNutt has been ap-
pointed feature editor, succeeding
Jane Rutter who held this posi-
tion previously. She has been a
member of the reportial staff
since the beginning of the second
semester.
Business Staffs
Mary E. Cooder and Frances
'Vagner will act as associate ad-
vertising p1anagers replacing
Shirley Strangward '45_ Suzanne
Levin fo1l0\\-"5Margery Val Jar '45
as circulation manager, and Miri·
am Imber ",ill retain her position
as business manager which she
has held since the beginning of
the ye::ar.=--. _
Talk Over Palmer Radio
To Have State Hook-Up
"Universal Military Training in
Peacetime" will be the topic 01 a
discussion tomorrow e\-ening,
March 22, over Palmer radio on a
hall hour program starting at
9030.
ancy Schulte '45 will act as
moderator, while Bryna Samuels
'46 will present the arguments {or
peacetime military training, and
Shirley Armstrong '45 will offer
the points against such a pro-
gram.
The program will be onc of the
seriEi~ entitled the Connecticut
Forum of the Air, a weekly state--
wide presentation of the Yankee
network.
CONNECTlCVT COLLEGE NEWS Wednesday, March 21, 194:;
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Page Two
CONNECTICUT ·UPS
To the Editor of News;
The difference between reviewing a play and
criticising it is not always grasped by the student
reader but such difference should be understood
if one' is to appreciate what the reviewer or the
critic is trying to do. Too often the terms "re-
view" and "criticism" are used interchangeably;
thereby occurs m~sapprehens~on. Wherea~ are·
view may be a thoughtful estimate of mer~ts and
flaws in a dramatic performance (and occasionally
a professional review is exactly t~at), mo~e often
the review is a report conveying information a?d
indicating the reviewer's particular tastes, opm-
ions, or even prejudices. Obviously, the more of
the latter that intrude, the less reliable-though
sometimes the more entertaining---l-the review. In·
Business Manager formation and statement of thoughtful opinion,
Miriam Imber '46 rather than entertainment, is the object of the reo
Business Statr view. It is apparent, then, that any intelligent per-
Kilty Wlle '47 Virginia. Dwyer '46, Anne Ordway '46. son capable of forming ideas and expressing thepl f h Bo d r"Elizabeth Davis '47, Marcia Faust '45, Sue Studner :47, "South 0 t ere
Lorraine Lincoln '46, Vera Jezek '47, Barbara Fielding 45, lucidly, can be a reviewer. • The recently concluded Inter. "'''''''
Advertising Manager A criticism, on the other hand, is commonly American Conference at Mexico
Shirley Strangward '45 See "Free Speech"-Page 5 City ,can be considered, on. the
Advertising Sta:ft' whole, to be a step in the right
/l!.ary Morse '47, Mary E. Cooper '46, Marje Hickey '47'1 I dIr'ectl'on toward l'mproving shakyAmelia Ogden '47, Frances Wagner '46j Joan Weissman
'46, Suzanne Levin '46, Janice Warren ''17. C·'LENDAR relations with our southern neigh-
Circulation Manager A bars. The most important propos-
Margery Vallar '45 al adopted was the Act of Chapul-
Circulation Staff L -J tepee, which serves not only as a
Suzanne Levin '46, Joan Weissman '46\ Margaret Camp '47, supplement to. the DumbartonVera Jezek '47, Mary Morse '47, He en Vinal '47 Doris Thursday March 22
Mellman '46. Betty Finn '46, Jacquel1ne Everts '47, Margot' . Oaks international securiJ.:y plan,
Grace '47, Suzanne Hannoch '47, Nancy Noyes '47. Patrh;la Choir rehearsal. . 4:20 Chapell but as a united warning to Argen-
Hemphill '48, Joan Reinhart '48, Eleanor Roberts '48, Rita A A C ff 7 00 Sandw.ich Shop tJ'na.Weigl '48. Roberta Wells '48. . . 0 ee. . :
The Act provides that an act of
aggression by either an American
or non-American nation will be
met by joint action of all the
countries of the Western Hemis-
phere. Its duration is limited. to
the war period, but there is every
indication that such a provision
will be incorporated into a treaty
. 7-8 Bill 106 in the post-war period. A weak·
ness of the League of Nations
plan was the lack of action on a
regional basis against aggression.
Besides this constructive ac-
tion, sixty other resolutions were
approved. Plans were drawn up
for regular meetings of the for-
eign ministers of th~e American
nations, which reinforces the sad-
ly neglected Pan-American Union.
A united policy concerning Ar-
gentina was formulated (but no
encouragement was given to pro·
democratic forces within Argen-
tina, nor was the elimination of
native fascist elements made a
necessity for her L"e-acceptance by many, many girls. Sonny ~ufts ~
the other countries of the Amer· -he sits at the piano playmg a?
icas) , and an economic charter singing is always ,popular WIth
was created. his audience, and Veronica L~ke
Probably one of the most im- has proved herself and her actlllg
portant actions to be taken by the in many films before this one.
U.S. in the post-war period is the
formulation of its Western Hem-
isphere economic policy. We ga\{e cut-back on our huge purchases
some indication, vague though it of strategic materials a gra~ual
was, in our agreeing to the eco- one, and aids the Latin AmencaIl
nomic charter that our policy at countries to become industrialized
least would not be to the detri- Irather than exploited. .
ment of Latin America. One of The Conference, however, w~s
the best preventatives of the es- a fai1.ure. in one important ~e
tablishment of fascist systems in spect. The United States, in spIte
this hemisphere is a U. S. policy of pressure from other nations at
which recognizes the necessit:y, to tending, refused to re'!lize t~e
all nations, of stabilizing the in- clos~ connection and flagrant 10
fiated and disrupted economies of consistencies in our rejection of
the southern countries: a policy Argentina out acceptance of rela
which reduces tariff, makes the tions with Franco Spain.
(ONNEcnCUTeCoLLEGE NEWS
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EDITORIAL STAFF
Edlto,·in-Chlel
Georgine Downs '45
Associate EdUor ManaKinI'Editor
Shirley Armstrong '45 Bryna Samuels '46
Presldent'llI Reporter
Betty Reltrel '46
Feature Editor
Jane Rutter '46
NewillEditor
Janet McDonough '46
Department Editors
Clubs Editor _..__ . . Jean Howard :46
Art Editors Jean Stannard '47, Joan Somerby ,47
Music Editor VIrginia Bowman ,45
Sports Reporter . . Nancy Blades 47
.Beporlen
Janice Somach '47. Norma Gross '46, Elizabeth Bogert :47,
Betty Hill '45 Mary Carpenter '46 Sally Radovsky 47,
Ellen Hasson "47 Mary E. Van Nostrand '47, Barbara
Fry '46, Mar~uerli:eGoe '45, Muriel Evans '46, Mary Batt
'4S. Ellzabetfi Bowman '48 Gloria Reade '48, Helene Sul-
zer '48, Constance Tashot "48. Marfcrle W~il '46. Roberta
Wells '48, Jean Hemmerly '47.
Proot Readers
Phebe Clark '46 Gloria Alprln '46, Anne Frank '46,
Elizabeth Jones '47, Joan Somer-by'47, Jean Stannard '47,
Ceres Geiger '46. Susannah Johnson '47, Mary Carolyn ~as-
sett '46, Charlotte Kavanagh '45, Kathryn Gander 45.
Barbara Fleldlng '45.
Art Sta1\'
Jean Abernethy '47, Charlotte Beers1'45,Nancy Faulkner
'46, Lois Johnson '47,
BUSINESS STAFF
"The Changing 0/ the Guard"
A college newspaper has an advantage over
larger, more worldly publications. While on the
face of it this may look like a statement of mere
bravado, it is not. The advantage is this---each
year the editorial staff is changed completely, and
with this change new ideas, new attitudes are
brought into play. News can never hope to acquire
a reputation for one distinct policy because the
paper is always an expression of the editor and
her stafI. Each year new personalities are brought
into the key positions and it is the combination of
these personalities which creates the yearly char-
acter of the paper.
WIth the next issue, News will undergo this
trans.fonnation peculiar to college newspapers.
We, af the now old staff, relinquish our position-
and not without a certain sadness because getting
the paper out each week for you has been one of
those things to be put away in memory books for'
retrospect enjoyment.
Working on a newspaper is an experience we
highly recommend. It is a lesson in cooperation.
Personal desires must be submerged often if the
paper is to come out on schedule. It demands in-
itiative. The unexpected is the rule rather than
the exception. It requires patience and often en-
durance far into the night when the dummy is be-
ing made up. And with all this-it is just plain
fun.
We leave the News with confidence in the
hands of th~ new staff. The members have been
chosen with consideration for their ability. They'll
do a good job.
So we say goodbye. To you good reading, and
to the new staff good lucl<.
,
BUY WAR BONDS
FREE SPEECH
The Editors or the "News" do not hold then:-
selves responsible tor the oplnIonshex~r~~~~ ~~this column. In order to Insure t e va I y
this column as an organ tor the expression ot
honest opinions, ute editor must know tt* names
ot contributors.
To the Faculty and Trustees:
'It is the understanding of the senior clas~ that
one of the reasons lor the proposed change m, the
graduation dates was the faculty and t~ustees de-
sire to have a more leisurely graduation. Thus,
the exercises were to be held over ~ three day
period. However, it has now been decided to m~n-
tain the two day duration, but instead of h<:vmg
the exercises on Saturday and Sunday they will be
on Sunday and Monday. Many seniors are wonder-
ing why the latter two day period is any longer
than the former.
The question as to what day the Baccalaur~ate
service will be held immediately comes to ~md.
Of course, the service would be on Sunday If th,e
proposed change is carried out. .But why c~n t
Baccalaureate still be on Sunday If the exercises
begin on Saturday? Certainly the Baccalaureate
service and graduation service could be held on
one day as neither exercise is long.
I hope that these questions :an be given prop-
er consideration due to the umted OppOSItIOn to
the change on the part of the senior class.
A Member of the Class of '45
Sunday, Ma:rcIt 25
~ Coast Guard services. .. __.. 9 and 10 Chapel
Vespers, Dr. Joseph Fletcher, Cambridge.
...................7:00 Chapel
Monday, March 26
Discussion, Dr. Joseph Fletcher .
.....-...-... 8:00 Chapel library
Tuesday, March 27
Choir rehearsal.
Palmer Radio Program
WNLC
!
1490 On Your Dial
Thursday, March 22, 4 :45 p.rn.
The history program, New London County
Looks at Its Past, will present a script prepared
by Joanna Swain '47 entitled Crime and Punish-
ment in Colonial New London.
Thursday, March 22, 9:30 p.m.
The first state-wide program of Palmer Radio
will be presented. The script was prepared by
Shirley Armstrong '45, Nancy Shulte '45, and
Bryna Samuels '46. This program will last a half
hour.
Sunday, March 25, 3 :30 p.rn.
Mayor Frask N. Kelly and City Manager Ed.
ward R. Henkle of New London will be the guests
on the economics department program, Public Af-
fairs in Connecticut.
Monday, March 26, 10:15 p.m.
The department of English will present Miss
Catherine Oakes and Miss Pauline Aiken is a pro-
gram entitled Two Contemporary New Worlds.
Wednesday, March 28, 10:15 p.rn:
The music department wm\resent Miss Mar-
tha Alter in another in her series of piano recitals.
She will be assisted by Mrs. Eleanor Southworth
Cranz at a second piano.
Spring
MOVIE
MINUTES
O.. M. I.
(Office 0/ More
In/ormation)
by Lucile Lebowich by Jean Howard '45'45
**** •• Fair
Poor
Excellent
Good •
I'll Be Seeing You"''''*
I'll Be Seeing You will be the
feature picture at the Garde the-
ater beginning Wednesday, March'
21. A Laurel and Hardy comedy
will be the co-feature.
Ginger Rogers and Joseph Cot·
ton are the stars who play in the
leading' roles. Cotton plays the
part of. a psychoneurotic soldier,
and Ginger Rogers portrays the
character of a woman who is on a
Christmas Ieaye from a peniten-
tiary. These two people who 8;-re
both maladjusted to society, help
each other to rehabilitate and re-
adjust to the society. Joseph Cot·
ton falls in love with Ginger Rog·
ers without knowing that she is
from prison but when he learns
this he agrees to wait for her un·
til ~he is released. The cast in·
cludes Shirley Temple ciIso, who
does an admirable piece of acting.
Bring On the Girls'" * */
The Capitol theater will' haye
the much advertised motion pIC-
ture, Bring On the Girls, as its
leading attraction over the com·
ing week end. .
Bring On the Girls stars Sonny
Tufts and Veronica Lake and
wednesday, March 21, 1945 COfllfliECTlClJT COLLEGE Elf'
Radio Chairmtln"""Job Op'p0rt~ties Ancient Cultures Affect Our
In VarIOus FIelds Education, Life and Theories
Open to Graduates bYF~~ :c~u~~~, or bother to
The Personnel bureau has an- find out, how much the ancient
nounced that. several job oppor- worlds, both Latin and Greek af-
tunities are open to interested feet our present education. 'We
studentS.. have a vague idea that some.
Three interview dates are where or other some Greeks tor-
scheduled dur-ing the next .~e~, mulated a few theories which we
tor which seniors should SIgn In us today I but we're not quite sure
the Personnel bureau. They are: exactly what they are, or where
Thursday, March 22, Mrs. M. they're used, so we dismiss them
f h Libe M without investl·gat,·on.W. Dolder, 0 .tel rty utual
Insurance Company. Somewhere there must be a be-
Monday, March 26, Mr. George ginning. Our beginning started
Brosofske, of Remington Rand. much farther back than eitherthe Greek or Latin civilizations.
Tu..esday, March 27, Mr. Leo Nevertheless, these two worlds
Bombard, from the Guaranty and especially the Greek, conlfld
Trust Company. a good many theories and ideas
Remington Rand Opportunity whict:\ had gone before, as well as
Remington Rand can definitely creatmg new ones. Proof of their
assure interested seniors place. immortality is the extensiveness
ment in any specified area. They with which they are used today.
will interview girls of all .rnajors Each century produces something
for positions as Systems Service original, but each century has to
Representatives to demonstrate have a basis for its originality,
and plan installations of their and it is this function which the
business machines after a. paid ancient civilization serves.
training course. There is good op- Aristotle Predominant
portunity for advancement and In our freshman year of Eng-
increasing salary and responslbtl- lish, !or- instance, We are intra.
tty. duced to Aristotle's theories of
Guaranty Trust company of writing. These theories carry
New York has openings in all through in the study of various
phases of bank work for students types of literature throughout
who have had courses in mathe- sophomore, junior, and senior
matics, statistics, accounting, eco- years, as many students know,
nomlcs, and business adminlstra- who have tried to write a paper
tion, although they need not nee- on Aritotle's theory of comedy in
essarily have majored in these comparison with that of Shakes-
fields. They also have secretarial pears. Aristotle is the most obvl-
openings. Eight C.C. alumnae are ous reference to t~e classics in
now enjoying positions in various English, though there are count-
departments of this bank. Two less others. 11 we study the classic
enthusiastic employees are Eth- poets of the seventeenth century,
elyn Heinrich '45 and Edith Mil- or the writers of the Renaissance,
Jer '44, both working in the Per- we find images drawn from and
sonal Trust department. Complete references to classic myths and
job descriptions are available in ideas.
the Personnel bureau. _ The same thing applies, of
tiooretarial Openings at Knox course, to language courses. The
There are two secretarial open. English language is not alone in
ings at the Knox school, Coopers. its reference to the classics. In
town, New York, with good sal. French literature, particularly
aries and pleasant living condi- that of the seventeenth century,
tions. They also have an opening we find writers who not only re-
for a history teacher. fer-red to the classics, but actually
Any senior interested in teach. modelled their writings upon
ing in Portland, Oregon, may talk them. The Romance languages of
with the Superintendent of course, are derived.in part from
Schools from that city when he is both Greek and Latin.
in Boston on April 8. He needs I Valuable in Mathematics
three teachers of physical educa- In the sciences there are con-
tlon, as well as several for aca- stant references to the classic
demic subjects. world. In high school mathemat-
The Fairfield State hospital, ics, we studied the theories of
Newtown, Connecticut, will have Euclid about geometry. Zeno, a
~~ vacancies for laboratory tech- Greek mathematician, posed three
mcmns in the near future. The paradoxes still unsolved today,
see lIPersonnel"-Page 6 which are important because they
·Student Talents To Be Fused
For CC Five Arts Weekend
by Marguerite Goe '45
On Friday and Saturday, April
20 and 21, students. of English,
art, music, drama, and dance are
combining their talents to pro-
duce a program known as Five
Arts Week End. This event, which
originated last year, proved so
pOPUlar that it achieved a place
m college tradition.
. This year the schedule of events
mcludes three original one-act
plays, an art exhibit, poetry read-
I~g, music recital, and a presenta-
t~on of 'Original dance composi-
tIons. .
Student Art Exhibition
T?e art department has planned
as Its contribution an exhibition
of student work in many differ·
ent mediums. This exhibit will be
on display in the auditorium
~hroughout the entire week end,
t ut the public is especially urged
9 attend .during the intermis-
SIOns on Friday and Saturday
eVenings. BeSides being of inter-
est to art lovers the exhibit will
Drovide an oppo~tunity for those
Who do not rank themselves
among the connoisseurs to learn
What can be done with the differ·
ent mediums.
On Saturday afternoon music,
poetry and art will be particular·
ly featured. A new note this year
is the Kodachrome slide, a pro-
ject of Mr. Logan's. Ab.a~t forty
of these slides, comprIsmg the
work of past and present stu·
dents will be shown, accompanied
by a running commentary.
On the same program will be
original poems, to be read by the
authors or by members of the
speech classes. Since spoken po·
etry is very effective, this should
be extremely interesting. The
English department has alre?-dy
accepted a number of contribu-
tions but students who have not
yet s~bmitted anything ~ urged
to take 'advantage of thIS oppor-
tunity. Priscilla Wright '46 has
asked that they be handed 10 by
March 25. Offerings of the mUSIC,
drama, and dance dep~~ents
will be described in detail 10 sub-
sequent issues of News. .
Five Arts Week End mer::ts t~e
important place Jt has attal~ed In
college traditions because It ~ro·
vidf!S a means of demonstratmg
to students, faculty, and g~ests
the caliber of the work ~hat 1~b~
ing done by students 10 artistIC
fields.
lJoan Eggerss
Will Head CC
Radio Project
by Jane Rutter '46
Last year about now was the
first we started hearing about
the Palmer Radio project that
was to be incorporated into our
extra curricular activities for the
1944 summer session and the 1944-
'45 winter terms. In those twelve
months, that project has become
an actuality. The English, home
ec, music, economics, and history
departments have all presented
programs.
The history and English depart-
ment programs are of particular
note because they have involved
the most student participation.
Tomorrow, March 22 the script
prepared by Nancy SChulte '45,
Shirley Armstrong '45 and Bryna
Samuels '46 wW be pdsented
over a state wide network at 9:30
p.m. The Yankee network sta-
tlons, WICC, WNLC, WTHT,
WATR under the direction of Mr.
Ralph Dellaselva will present the
first C.C. student program.
S~eO~torGroupPro~
Mrs. Josephine Hunter Ray, di-
rector of Palmer Radio, says
that the schedule of programs for
next year has not yet been com-
pleted. A block of programs will
probably be available for groups
such as IRC or USSA or any
groups to present several pro-
grams related to their own activi-
ties. Student scripts, poetry, and
music are all urgently wanted as
well as the ideas for scripts. Any
material along this line should be
turned in to either Mrs. Josephine
Hunter Ray in the auditorium, to
Joan Eggerss '46 In Harkness, or
to Mrs. Bea trice Brown in her of-
fice. These scripts should contaln
enough material for approximate-
ly seven pages of copy.
Student Dlrectlon Realized
The hope that the project for
the coming year will be under stu-
dent direction has already been
realized. Joan Eggerss '46 is to be
the general chairman of the radio
committee. She will be supported
by the heads of the various com-
mittees such as publicity, techni-
cal, and announcing groups. Mary
Carolyn Bassett '46 and Sally Mc-
Callip '46 will act as co-chairmen
of the technicians. They have
been running the controls this
year for the programs with Jean
Compton '46, Dorris Lovett '46
and Vera Jezek '47. Through
graduation the announcing and
publicity staffs will lose Mary
Elizabeth Power, but Joyce Rog-
ers '48 will be on board for next
year with many other girls who
have been spending long and te-
dious hours rehearsing for an-
nouncing positions.
Joan Eggerss Knows Radio Field
Joan Eggerss '46 has taken parts
in almost all fields connected with
the radio, and undoubtedly knows
more about its ihs and outs than
anybody else. She did the an·
nouncing for the nome ec pro-
gram and for most of the others
at one time or another. Besides
all this, she has done the manag·
ing for the programs while they
are on the air. She has done the
timing and signaling so that ev-
erybody will say just the right
things at the right time. Joan's
all-out enthusiasm and complete
dependability make her a girl
Palmer Radio will be proud to
have at its helm.
Plans Worth Working For
The plans for next year and the
possibilities .for more statewide
programs is something w0r.\h
worj:{ing for. It's spring now, tlie
summer is ahead, and there's
plenty of time between now and
next September to get behind the
committee, dig out those radio
ideas that have been in the back
of the mind waiting to take fonn,
and make Palmer Radio go be-
yond New London, and incidental·
Iy, give those radio minded per-
sons a chance to do actual radio
work be.fore their graduation.
prove that reasoning about finite
numbers is not always applicable
to infinite numbers. Then, also,
we come back to Aristotle, whose
logic is used both in mathematics
and philosophy. Mathematicians
today are seeking to disprove his
theory of the excluded middle,
which states that something is
either right or wrong, and that
there is no possibility of a middle
course. In physics and chemistry
we find the observations of the
classics, in the early experiments
of various scientists.
In philosophy and logic, of
course, we come back to Plato
and Aristotle. Plato's political the-
ories enter into courses on gov-
ernment as well.
In art, we have a particularly
striking example o.f the conrrlbu.
tion o.f the ancient world, and of
the Greeks especially. The Greek
columns, Greek statuary, and
Greek architecture as a whole
have been imitated and repro-
duced for generations. The Latin
art was essentially imitative, It-
self, 50 it has contributed less.
A rather unfortunate habit of
'ecclecticism has arisen from Imt-
tation of the ancients, to the ex-
tent 01 putting doric columns and
pilasters in railway stations, but
our civilization has gotten much
to build its own originality on in
lessons of function and structure
Irom Greek art.
Even music, which uses a differ·
ent scale from the Greek, teaches
the various modes and scales of
the ancient world in the history
courses, showing the evolution to
the presen t period.
The ancient world is not then,
a dry period of the past, without
reason or meaning for us today.
It enters Into our thinking, our
reasoning, and the things we cre-
ate, offering us a base for our
own originality and a stimulus
for our thought.
JOAN EGGERSS '48
Land Army Offers
Chance for Useful
Summer Activity
by Sally Radovsky '47
How would you like to do your
"bit" .for the war effort while ltv-
ing in an old manor house near
Greenwich, Connecticut, or at a
summer camp near Bolton Lake?
You can do just that by joining
the Woman's Land army this
summer.
This organization, whose assist-
ant director, Miss Charlotte Good-
win, may come to CC sometime
soon, offers many and varied op-
portunities for summer work on
rarrns.
The girls who Jive at Bolton
Lake pick strawberries in the
nearby bogs; the manor house
serves as a home for girls picking
peaches, pears, and apples; and
there's a great need for girls to
work on dairy and truck farms.
The work is hard and pays
quite well. But more important
than the pay, says Ginny Bow-
man '45, is the wonderful feeling
you get from knowing that you've
really done something important
for the war effort. Ginny was one
of the Connecticut college girls
who worked in the peach or-
chards of Greenwich Jast sum-
mer.
The total number of CC girls
who did farm work last summer
was pitifully small, however, and
it is hoped that many more will
sign up this ye~r. It is not neces-
sary to work all summer, but
longer periods are best since ef-
ficiency increases with experi-
ence.
If you are at all interested in
finding out more about being a
farmerette, please sign up on the
buHetin board opposite the Infor-
mation office in Fanning. U a suf·
ficient number sign up Miss Good-
win will come to CC to discuss
the work of the land army.
Emphasis On Inner
Reconstruction Is
Topic at Vespers
Dr. Douglas V. Steere, profes-
sor of philosophy at Haverford
college, spoke Sunday evening at
the vesper service on "Recon-
struction Begins Within." Recog-
nizing the post-war sense of
weariness and hopelessness
abroad and the parallel class and
race differences and the lack of
patience in the United States, the
speaker said Christians must be·
gin to reconstruct within them·
selves if they are to be use.ful in
the reconstruction program.
The United States· has been
shielded from the war, Dr. Steere
said, and therefore .feels no re-
pentence or agony for the vast de-
struction for which it has been re-
sponsible.
Dr. Steere explained that we
condemn nationalism which real-
ly has its beginning in man, for
as Plato said,. "Society is an en-
largement of man." rationalism
is personal egotism enlar~, he
added.
The international bitterness and
hate we find hard to forgive, the
speaker continued, also has its
origin in the individual. Quoting
William Blake, he said, ''The ca-
pacity to forgive others is a di-
vine gift."
We deplore untruthfulness in
others, said Dr. Steere, but indi-
viduals put themselves in a favor-
able light by the same means.
The speaker said we must be-
gin within ourselves to purge
those characteristics which we
condemn in natiQns. By opening
ourselves to God, he added, we
can accomplish this and be better
prepared for the reconstruction
of the world. Dr. Steere concluded
with a quotation from a negro
spiritual, "God is so high you
can't get above him, God is so low
you can't get under him, God is
so wide you can'l-get around him,
you'd better go in the gate."
Candidates for Acheson
Prize Should Note Date
The examinations .for the Ache·
son prizes in Biblical literature
will be held on two days in May
in the Religious library in Hark-
ness chapel. The competition on
the Old Testament will be held
May 14, while that for the New
Testament will be given May 16.
All those intending to take the
examinations should notify either
Dr. Paul Laubenstein or Dr. Ham·
ilto~ Smyser by May 10.
Vassar Group Will Sin~
'Peace' by Martha Alter
The choral composition "Peace"
by Martha Alter of the depart-
ment of music will be perfonned
by the Vassar Glee club under the
direction of John Peirce on Satur-
day, March 24.
"Peace" was written by Miss
Alter in 1940 on a text translated
from the Greek by Bacchylldes.
It has been performed previously
at both Vassar and Yale by the
Vassar Glee club.
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more subtle points of detection
such as listening for a clandestine
whispered "Tonight at 8:30" in
ing, as well as mature approach. I the post, otfi~e, .or, suddenly 'ap-
The first period of the week is de- pearmg In a jumor s room at the
voted to a discussion in English climax of a serious and obviously
of the philosophical and historical hush-hush conversation. And then
aspects of the work for the week. there's the fine art of eavesdrop-
This is followed by two classes ping on telephone conversations
conducted in German and one in and tapping wires-but Julie Ser-
English for those who are not vice '47 is the best authority on
studying the German language, that!
but who want to continue Mon. The hunt, which began with a
day's discussion. cryptic cheer by the juniors in
A maturer understanding of the the quad on, "Sunday night and
German reading materials is af- wound up with a mad scramble
forded the classes in German up the old apple tree in back of
which meet during the remainder Jan~ Adams at 5:00 on Saturday,
of the week, and the students pro."ed. to, the, sophomores that
may divide the remaining classes thelr, junior sls~ers have, more
in connection with their Individu- th,an Just a nodding acquaintance
al interests. Dr. Hafkesbrink de. with all sorts of erudite subject
CIares that the time lost in can. mat~er ranging from high mathe-
ducting the first class in English ~atlc~ to oriental pr-inting Th~y
is compensated by more work and did slip up a little bit ,m their
more difficult assignments being ~ath, however,wh~n It came
accomplished in less time. The in- time ~o plant the third clue the
terrelated orientation approaches committee members discovered
are very effective and their se- that .they'd misunderstood the
quence is carefully planned so as meaning of "lOCUS,"and that the
to be of the most benefit to the hiding place they'd picked out
students. wasn't any good, COnsequently, it
S lal t t . wasn't until after a last minute
. peer ex s were prepared In conference that JaR tt '46
mimeographed form for this ex- ne u er
periment. Particular em hasis managed to place the clue, in its
has been placed on the st~dY of nestI~g place on the hockey field,
autobiographical material from ~a:r~sdi:;;~~~~O~y~ha.sfmt~~tevthen
World War 1. Students are thus .,. e ac. a e
equipped "emotionally and inte1. mo?n dldn t shm~ as brightly as
lectually for a more conscious ex. she d expected hIm to, and the
perience of the reality of this cruct.a1 spot had to be found by
p war" and thus they are prepared the lIght of !be few m~tches that
erry & Stone for "a maturer realization of the her accomplIces had ~th ~hem!
Jeweler. Since 1865 tasks of peace." The attempt also The~ w~s one pomt m the
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS has been made to "comhin th hunt (It mIght be termed "The
NOVELTIES detached stUdy of past hi~to e Saga of the Ir~~mDog") when the
Walch and Jewelry Rep." with a vital appraisal of its Sig:J sopho~ores WIshed they owned a
State Street; ficance for the present" few sets of ten foot poles. It took
----------------------,i- __. a great deal of boosting and shov-/ ing on the part of Terry Farns-
worth '47 before Betsey McKey
'47 was able to reach the upper-
most ridge in the dog's mouth
where Nancy Faulkner '46 had
hidden the _clue. Betsey is still
wondering what she would.Aiave
found by way of amusement in-
side of Fido if Terry had lost her
grip. .
This year's "mascot hunt cer-
tainly was an exciting episode in
the historY of the classes of '46
and '47-ij; even enabled al few
juniors to get their beds made
gratis!
GYMANGL(:S
Radovsky
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
by Nency Btedes '47
by Jane Rutter '46
We're here for spring vacation,
and we have five beautiful days
with no classes. But since the
chief occupation of the student
body is classes, time may hang
heavy on the hands of many dur-
ing those days. In order that this
situation doesn't prove to be too
critical, here are some sugges-
tions as to what New London and
vicinity has to offer in the enter-
tainment line-free.
the C.C. team played hostess to
the e.G. challengers in a volley-
ball game. As was expected, the
boys from down yonder managed
to defeat the girls.
BIke RIdIng
Do you ever get the urge to go
riding in the country? Does
spring fever ever get in your
blood? The A.A. has provided an
opportunity for you to fulfill your
wishes. In the garage in, back of
Grace Smith there are a number
of bicycles which are placed there
for your benefit- AU you have to
do to go for a ride is sign in Grace
Smith, and, of course, you have
to have the time. Take a ride in
the country during this beautiful
spring weather.
Badminton
The scrambled badminton sea-
son has at last been brought to a
close. The final matches were
played last night when the sen-
iors played the sophomores, So
far the sophomores are unde-
feated, having beaten the juniors
and the freshmen. The seniors
are in second place.
_elball see-. Ends
The basketball season for 1945
ended last Wednesday night
amidst a flurry of lists and
tackles. The brawl came between
the two games when the sopho-
mores tried to wrest the junior
banner from anyone who ap-
peared to be hiding something un-
der their coats.
After matters quieted down,
the last half of the last game was
played. In the two games sched-
uled the seniors played against
the juniors in a very fast game.
The "old ladies" managed to stave
off many threats that the juniors
put on and came out on top by a
score of 24-21. In the second game
the sophomores were the oppon-
en ts of the freshmen. The game
was one of the most hotly con-
tested games this year. The girls
had to have time out very fre.
quently-c-exhaustlon was a preva-
lent complaint.
The sophomores surprised many
people (Including the freshmen)
by winning the game 30-22. This
victory along with the senior tri-
umph created a three-way tie for
first place. The seniors, sopho-
mores, and freshmen each have --------------
won two games and lost one.
Volleyball ,
The big game of the year came
last Wednesday jlfternoon when
Absorb His"tory
Down on Bank Street there is
the New London Historical soci-
ety building. That can give a slant
into New London's past that even
the history program can't give.
To get there all one has to do is
get down town and walk out
Bank Street several blocks to the
Columbus monument. The Ocean
Beach buses also go that way.
The building is near that, and you
can't miss it.
A little out of New London, in
Mystic to be exact, is the Marine
museum that holds the relics of
the days when New London was
a whaling center. Here you can
see the last surviving whaling
Rockefeller
Week
(Continued. from Pace .One)
electives in terms of her own ap-
titudes and interest."
During Freshman-Sophomore
Week, the series Q.f addresses
which are scheduled are intended
to be informal discussions rather
than purely lectures. The stu-
dents will have the opportunity to
ask questions and discuss their
choice of a major with the lectur-
er as well as with their advisers
and deans. However, these talks
are to supplement, not replace,
the regular adviser and dean con.
ferences. It will be arranged,
among the advisers, for the week
of April 9·13 to be kept free, and
the advisers will be available for
discussion with the students duro
ing the greater part of the week.
More specific information con-
cerning that week will be an.
nounced in the near future.
Call for a
BLVECAB
Phone 3000 - 4303
•
VIsit Our New
Sportswear Shop
The Style Shop
128 State Street
Howard Johnson's
e!9 BANK STREET, NEW LONDON. CONNECTICUT
• Serving full course dinners
£romSSe to $2.00
• Accomodations for parties
up to 90 people
vessel and many other interesting
objects of New London's younger
days.
Then there is the lobster hatch-
ery in Noank that was suffering
from a caved-in roof last fall
from the hurricane, but that has
probably been remedied by now.
With Norwich buses so prorni-
nent in town, it might prove in-
teresting, for a small fee, to get
on one and explore the buses'
name-sake. What one will find is
hard to say, but finding out won't
be difficult.
Try Exploring
Speaking of buses, another sug-
gestion for a vacation diversion is
to get on any bus down town and
see where it goes, It's amazing
how far a token will take you!
Post Hill, Broad" and Pequot
buses always seem to be around,
but just where they go is a deep,
dark mystery to most of CC. For
real bus enjoyment try that Jef-
ferson Ave. one. It goes around
Robin Hood's barn and ends up in
places you could reach faster if
you walked.
well, maybe you're not histor-
ically or bus-minded. Then, for
exercise, walk down town and vis-
it the Palace of Fun on State St.
Have 'your picture taken and
make a complete tour of the
place. It's the closest thing you'll
come to Coney Island this Easter!
There's Always the Beach
Admission is still free at the
beach. Pre-season tans may lead
you there. Or if it's too cold for
that, you can always go down and
see how it's getting along since
last you were there. Besides these
tans, warm weather may entice
you out there for a picnic.
A_A. has bicycles and so have
many of the students. The possi-
bilities for bike trips are'Iimitless.
The beach again is a good desti-
nation, or maybe you prefer a
ride over the Groton br-idge to ex-
plore the other side of the river.
For those who are absolutely
unambitious, try your 'beds, catch
up on your sleep and when you're
ready to try the out-doors, go
down town and start pacing State
Street looking for cigarettes.
That, if nothing else, can keep
you busy all five days!
For Drug Store Needs
Elizabeth Arden
Lentheric - Yardley's
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor
Cosmetics
The
Nichols & Harris Co.
119 State St.
Phone 3857
r"·""·"""'''''".."''''....'''..""..,,''''''''''',,....·
Marvel Shop
; "'"" ;", "", , ",,1
Kayser Hose
Negligees
Peterson's
One of Connecticut's Best
Loved Traditions
247 'State Street
•
Agents for
ROSE MARIE CA.,"IDIES
Mail orders taken for
Valentine's Day
._-- -C!J
... Duro-Glo" i, the nail poli,h Ihat brings out the ,parkle
and loveliness of every woman's nails. Goes o~ so s-m-o-o-t.h·
loy... Drie, so fa,t and completely ... Stay, on and on, Smart
'women, everywhere, .keep Dura-Gloss always "on hand." .. ·
lO¢, plus tax. I Cuticle Remover Polish Remover Dura CoD'
LORR LABORATORIES, PATERSON, N. J, • FOUNDED BY E. T. REYNOLDS, .
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fng replica. which had beenL----:-:--::-:::::-:::::::T::---.--.---.------,--- -'Iplaced inside a piece of chewing
derstood to be the carefully est; yet the idea persisted that gum. The clue which led the soph-
~e"ghed appraisal-bY an expert one must b "kl actors; U the review contains eon- omores to the repUca was a few.. e Ind" in reviewing atructlve comment along withof the elements that combine to the plays. With the corning of notes from the song. "Strange
~ od b d considered deprecation and de-ake a performance go or a , Mrs .. Ra.y and the building of the Fruit,"rn di re It is ··ft d served- compliment; if.. it tries to hSimply me DC. srgru . au ltonum., the quality of per. h .... Saturday evening at 6:15, t eor I . I dra andle proportionately as many
ant that most pro essrona . lonnance unproved so much that Junior class was to be found din-e all th I .. aspects as time and space will
atic critics c erose yes reo reviewers gained courage to mur- permit-then the review should ing very happily on nothing less
~ewers." Modesty forbids that mUT against imperfections. In win, it not the whole-hearted ad- than lobster at their buffet ban-
they should rate themselves high- more recent years C.C. players miration of its readers, at least quet. And when the chairs in
er since critical judgment is the have proved not only that they their respect. Freeman's dining room gave out
p/odUct of years of st~dy and can graciously accept adverse A final suggestion: In addition before the 125 guests were seated.
evaluation. A man can r'ighfly be comment but that they can use it to student comment on plays (of the latter took to the floor to en-
called dramatic critic only if he to advantage. which I cordially approve) would joy the lobster treat.
has devoted himse.I.t to studying Has not the time come, there- it not be valuable to continue the Freshman Serenade
and seeing plays WIthout number, fore, when the review should be reviews by members of the taco
and if his judgment has been considered not as a task alone uHy? Comment from a member Midway through this teast, a
tempered by accepted standards, but as a serious art, worthy of of the department or French on group of freshmen came In and
knowledge of the theater and of the material reviewed? Review. the performance or "L'Avare," serenaded thhe juniors, \WhvhOrecd~p-
the highest work done in it, as ing is difficult and often thankless lor example, would be welcome rocated in t eir- turn. en m-
well as of the period and the work, to be sure, as many a mem- d h ner was over, Skip Coughlin '46.'"' even now, an elpful to all or h I f h Mascot H tauthor that shaped the play un- ber of this community can testify. us. Since better dramatic wof'k, carman 0 t e - unt,
der cn·ticism. One perceives, then, If poorly done it displeases: ,'1 I d b Ra told everyone about the hunt andostere y Mrs. y, is receiving h . Id d th ft t J
that the true criHc is rare enough well done it may displease again fresh stimulus from the courses t en yre e e ocr 0 can
in professional circles; seldom -for different reasons. But al- and the directing ot Mr. Bouvier, Brower '47, sophomore chairman.
found elsewhere. • ways it is worth doing as well as docs not that dramatic work de- Ellie Kempsmlth and Chips WjJ.
As a teacher who has watched abilities perm,·t. 11 h h son '46 were next on the programserve ate onest encourage· d h ed th I'
with pleasure the growth of inter- Remembering Portia's remark ment and helpful consideration an s ow everyone e rep lca
est m· the drama at Connect,'cut that "I' h which they had made. It was acan easIer teach twenty we ave to bestow? h '
college, I am eager also to see de· what were good to be done than clay model ot the lurnis ings ..,or
velopment in student reviews 01 be one of the twenty to follow Very sincerely yours, the smoking room in the library,
plays produced on our campus. mine own teaChing," I hesitate to Catherine Oakes and it wabs festively unveiled In a
Oracular criticism is neither de· define, dogmatically, the "good re- • • • corsage ox.
sired nor expected from our stu· view." Instead, may I offer some Dear Editor: / Fa.culty Guests
dents; but the considered and suggestions lor the novice to fa1. Alter attending the President'S Joan Paul '46 was the head of
thoughtful review is not an im· low if she pleases. and for the meeting of Tuesday evening, Jt Js the banquet at which PreSident
possibility (a fact proved more student reader to consider, if she possible to see that there Is a ne· Dorothy Schaffter, Dean Burdick.
than once by-different students, chooses, as she reads the News. cessity lor raising the college Miss Beatrice Reynolds, Miss
in recent years). The considered First of all, the good review reo charge. I hope that the commit· FJorence Warner, and Miss Doro.
and thoughtful review, moreover, veals intelligent comprehension of tee which considers the --applica· thea Burton represented the rae.
is a duty and a responsibility. Oft· the play-of the author's purpose lions for grants will be aware of ulty. Marge Watson '46 was the
en the reviewer exerts more in- in writing it, of the director's pur- the fact that much of the increase mistress of ceremonies at the ban.
fluence than she imagines, so that pose in its production, If the pro. in the income of the United States "quet.
a hasty or flippant comment may duction of a well·known play cif- goes to laborers in defense plants, Right here, we can chalk one
confuse the student who has seen fers a new interpretation, the and that, theretore, many of the up to Janie "emciency plus" Rut.
few plays, causing her to believe good review seeks the reason be. students are, like the college, fac- ter '46, who pinned the clue
that her own enthusiasm is due hind this interpretation, Perhaps illg' rising prices with a fixed In· tlWOOF," in Chinese letters. to
to lack of sophistication. more than one interpretation is come. Also, that these students the bulletin board along with the
Fifteen years ago the plays at possible, or even desirable in the cannot increase their incomes by News assi~ments. There the
e,c. were produced under such given instance. The good review calling a meeting of the Trustees. clue remained all day long, and
handicaps that the reviewer (usu· will give consideration to such However, I would like to go when she finally discovered her
ally a faculty member) was possibility and the. reason behjnd lurther into another point. That mistake
l
one red·faced Janie was
begged to deal tenderly with the it. Essential also'is the realization of student help, so often men- seen around campus! The sopho-
performance. It was not always of the limitations of the players, Honed at the meeting. First of all, mores eventually found that clue
easy to be both tender and hon· who on our campus are always it must be remembered that stu- on the shooting line at the south
amateurs, playing for love of the dents come to college to study end of the hockey field.
-doing. Under such circumstances and learn, not to get experience l\olascot Committee
th h Id t b d d 'I typing; and that' this studying hasey s ou no e regal' e as 1 Janie Rutter. Aileen Moody,
th . t t f first call on their time. Secondly,ey were mcompe en pro es- Mary Flagg, Nancy Faulkner,. I A . . t· f when one considers the wageSlOna S. gam,' apprecla IOn 0 Marge Watson, and Skip Cough.
II th t d t t scale offered for student help it isexce ences a emons 1'a e un- lin were on the. Mascot commit.
al· . ht k'll t' t' more difficult to see why so manyusu mSlg ,or s I • or ar IS IC tee. It turned out that the,'r
b I· . d . bl d students work than why so manya i Jty IS eSlra e an necessary names had been In 'Karge's desk. . d I' tl 'th do not. Work in Zoo lab, for in· JVJ.,
if the reVlew IS to ea JUs y WI drawer all week long. but when
d I I th stance, such as preparing df!adperformance an payers. s ere I . I . the sophomores came to trying to
II d· d t I· cats for study, c eanmg. a Imple·a we . eSlgne se revea Ing guess the identity oI the comm,·t.
I h . d I th ments, and so forth, Is paid at thekQowledge 0 t e perm 0 e d I 35 tee. they could only get as far as I
h I·h . t' t' ? stu pen ous rate 0 cents anplay? Is t e Ig tmg ar IS IC. hour. Skip, due to careful planning by
Are the costumes app;ppriate and the J'unlors.
h Time for any student is at apleasing? Are t e stage group- h Hall way through the hunt. the
ings natural and appealing to the premium. Thirty·two ours out of
I I a month ,'s a large amount. andeye? Are movements grace u
and sure? timing swift? en unci- for reward, the student receives
ation clear? On these matters $11.20. One is reminded more of
.. slave labor than of a studenteven the novice may have opmlOn
worth heeding if she be a drama. "aid" system. A correction in this
lover, and if she be aware of her policy would also help those of us
who, at the present time, are at a
reviewer. complete loss to know where toThe good review shows a can·
scious attempt to deal fairly. Per· get an additional 5150 in order to
"I ){n. omplete our education.sonal prejudice based on ow
what I like" has no place in the Janet McDonough '46
good review any more than the
oracular pronouncement. Seldom
is either indicative of real under-
standing. Oraeular pronounce·
ment, moreover, frequently r_e-
quires proof. (Need more be ~ald
on this point whe~ "substa~tlate
your statements" ]S a maXJffi of
the college classroom?) Ii the
review shows discernm~nt ~n .the
part of the writer, and dlscruruna-
tion between her personal prefe~-
ences and what the college aU?I-
ence has a right to expect of Its
Regal Fur Shop
Remodeling, Relining, Repairing
New coats made to your measure.
ments--eleanin~ and Glazln~
33 Main Street
STORAGE Phone 67~
The
Shalett Cleaning &
Dyeing Co.
Complele Dry Cleaning
and Laundry Service ,
COLD STORAGE
RUG CLEANING
2-6 MOnl/luk Avenue
PHONE 8317
Make
Kip lin LuUICe Shop
Your
Gift HeadquartersA
C. C. Girl's
Best Friend
Former Student Serving
In ew Guinea with ARC
The alional Headquarters of
the American Red Cross has an·
nounced that Neltje S. 'Veston.
daughter of Mrs_ George S. Wes-
ton, Wilton, Conn .• has arrived in
New Guinea for further assign·
ment in the Southwest Pacific as
an American Red Cross hospitaJ
recreation worker.
Until her Red Cross appoint-
ment. :Miss Weston was a psy·
chologist at Southbury Training
school.
She is a graduate of Columbia
university, B.S_ 1940, and attended
Connecticut college and Black
Mountain college. Neiv Shipment
New Shades
Ageuts for Mark Cross
• Gloves
••
0,
Starr BrQs.
Drug Store
Handbags
Small Leather Good.
Senior Class Meeting
cheduled for Thurs.
There wllI be an Important
meeting ot the senior class
on Thursday, March 22, at
4 :45 in Palmer auditorium.
All seniors are urged to at-
tend because the graduation
date wUl be discussed at this
time.
juniors thought the sophomore
class knew the names, and to do
them one better, the juniors made
up names of a fake committee by
taking the names of the real corn-
mlttee and making it look as
though they were on the banquet
committee. The sophomores eag-
erly gobbled this bait that they
found in the notebook belonging
to the secretary of the class, and
they presented that list as the
committee members. It happened
that Skip was on both commit-
tees. and that was how she was
found out. The sophomores' am-
blUon knew no bounds, and it in-
cJudcft tapping Harkness' wire.
Varsity
Flowers
from
Fisher's
104 State Street
Phone 5800
•15 sure
Bad Company
Wiolu wuthh briD~. han"
trutment to aeu.itive lip •. But
witb • tube of Ro~er 4 Gallet
.rill.at Lip Pomade in Tour
pocket. you can Jau,b at I 'Sloppy"
Sleet" •
JUl' smooth onLip Pomade'.
invi.ible, fOothiog film aod defy
the climate. There', DO .. fer,
lurer protection .gainst painful
chapping and crackin,.
Stop at Iny drug store and .Ik
for the blndy pocket tube.
ROGER & GALLET
-
500 fiFTH AVE .. NfW YORK 11, N.Y
State Sheet
N. J. GORRA & BROTHER
New London'"A Good Rule lo Go Buy"
from
Victoria Shoppe
The Modern Corsetry
Sportswear-Llngerie-Robes
G,oves-Hosiery
Mrs. D. Silty. Graduate Corsetier
THE G. M. WILLIAMS COMPANY
The Old Fashion Up-to-Dale Hardware Store
, Phone 5861
"BRAE lARS"
- .\.9sortcd Si1es
/
Suits
Spring Dresses
Skirt.
Bathing Suits
Corner State and North Bank Street
Short. Playsuits
: "1:
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Caught
Faculty
(Continued from Page One)
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cut, taught at Rollins college. lie
Council of the Institute of Paci-
fic Relation; and Robert MacIver,
Lieber, professor of political phil-
osophy and sociology at cotum-
bia universi ty.
'" This is not Colston Warne's
first visit to Connecticut college.
He taught economics here a few
years ago in the absence of Mrs.
Chase Going Woodhouse. Dr.
Warne is president of the Con-
by Polly Beers '45 sumers Union of the United
States an organization which
tests products for the. protection
of the consumer. Author of the
"Consumers Cooperative Move-
ment in illinois" and co-author of
a book on labor, Dr. Warne is al-
l so a contributing editor of "Cur-positions involve the usua rou-
tine hospital laboratory work. rent History." Dr. Warne has
The laboratory, as well as the been teaching at Amherst for the
. d past fifteen years and prior to
hospital, is new and well-equlppe . that he taught at the University.
Gilman Brothers, an industrial of Denver and the University of
concern in Gilman, Connecticut, is Pittsburgh. \
looking for a secretary.
Ktrkpatrtck Eminent PianistArchitectural Jobs Open
. Mr. John Kirkpatrick is an emi-
GI?bs and Cox, Ne"YYork naval nent concert pianist, and is recog-
architects, have openmgs fO:: per- l nized as an authority in the field
~anent and tempo:ary positions of American piano music. Since
m bo.th the tech~ICal and non- 1940, he has given recitals under
techmc<:tl fields. ThIS ,,:ork should the auspices of the Association of
be part icular-ly appealing to. those American colleges in colleges in
stud~nts who ~ave brammg In me- the east and middle west. In 1942
chamcal drawing. '. he was the head of the music de-
The Departme~t of. Darry In- partment of Princeton university,
dustry at the Universfty of Con- and last summer he was a visit-
~ecticut at Storrs .has t~o open- ing lecturer at Smith college. Dr.
mgs at the rank of aS~Istant In- Kirkpatrick will be at Connecti-
st::uctor. They w~JUld h~e. to o?- cut college this summer provided
tam .someone with training In that a minimum of ten students
chemistry. One of the posftlons registers for the course in applied
has been held by Mrs. Mary Sur- music
genor Baker '43. ~ .
Well·Known Artist.To Be HereUniversity Positions
Mr. Robert Logan's course, Ma-
American university, Washing- terials and Methods of Modern
ton, D. C., and the University of Art, will be supplemented by the
North Carolina at Chapel Hill instruction of accomplished art-
have both announced openings ists of national reputation. Among
for graduate counsellors. The h . I d hi
counsellors have .an opportunity t e local artists ~mc ude in t IS
program are Robert Brackman of
to work for an advanced degree, New York and Noank, a member
and in return for certain social of the National Academy of De-
and advisory duties in a dormt- ign and an instructor at the Art
tory, they are "provided with Students league, who is famous
room, board, free tuition, and a as a portrait and figure painter;
cash stipend. The residence duties Kenneth Bates of Mystic, also a
afford a valuable background for member of the National Academy
personnel work. . of Design and well-known as a
Physiotherapy Training landscape and figure painter; and
The Wacs now provide free Harve Stein, who is president of
training in physiotherapy, and the Mystic Art association and an
award a commission in the Army instructor of the Rhode Island
Medical Corps upon completion ?ChoOl of Design!
of an apprenticeship in an Army Co-Author of CC Poetry Text
hospital. • Prof. Robert Penn Warren is
Miss Catharine Greer, C.C. '24, already kno'vVIlto Connecticut col-
employment manager of Bloom· lege students by the book, "Un.
ingdale's, has asked us to send
derstanding Poetry," which ·he
any merchandising-minded stu- wrote with Cleanth Brooks.
dent to see her in New York City.
Prof. Warren has .--been4 mem-
Teaching in Turkey ber of the faculties of Southwest-
The American College for Girls ern college, Tenn., and Vanderbilt
in Istanbul, Turkey, has severa] university, and has served as as-
opening,s on its staff. They in· sodate professor of English at
elude: Two instructors in English the University of Minnesota since
for the Preparatory department, 1943. He was the editor of "The
an instructor in· English fur the Southern Review" from 1935.42,
college, an instructor in general and has been assistant editor of
science for the Preparatory de- the "Kenyon Review" since 1942.
partment, and an instructor in His works 'include many poetry
physical education. books, novels, biographies and
On Thursday, March 22, Mrs. critical anthologies. He has also
M. W. Dolder will interview sen- contributed articles, reviews,
iors interested in positions as short stories and ..poems to CUI'-
claims examiners with the Liber- rent periodicals.
ty Mutual Insurance comp~ny, in Stat-e University Professor
its sixty offices throughout, the Dr. Edmund Moore, the head ofcountry .
history and government at the'
Interview Work University of Connecticut, is par-
After a short period of p<1id ticularly interested in the intel-
training these claims examiners lectual history of the United
spend most ,of their time outside States. Dr. Moore received his
the office interviewing claimants, Ph.D. at Chicago, and before go-
policyholders, and witnesses. This ing to the University of Connecti- _
personal contact work is extreme- ~~~~~~~~§~~~~~~§§§§§§§§§§§§~-::::;~ly varied and brings the girls in If
touch with all types of people. An I
enthusiastic employee is Barbara
Cahm Whalen 1944, who will ac-
company Mrs. Dolder on her visit
to the college. Sign in the Per-
sonnel bureau for jnterviews.
Campus'011
• • •
The sophomore class has had
their fill of bedmaking for awhile
now One member of the class in
pa.rticular. Janet Humphrey '47
was objecting to maklng the bed
of one "Honorable Miss" and was
informed she had to tlo it. It was
in the Mascot Hunt rules. Well,
she consented, but she hadn't bar-
gained for changing sheets. She
again objected and suddenly
found herself wrapped up in said
sheets almost on her way down
the laundry chute. Upon finding
herself in such a predicament, she
hastily reminded the juniors of
the "no destructron" policy and
the battle ended there. It would
have been a shame to damage the
laundry chute!
P.S. The bed got made too.
Clean sheets and all!
This time it's Barbara Wells, who
is living' down in the French
house. Her fiance is Ensign
Charles Nickernig, USNR, broth-
er of a fanner soph. Ensign Nick-
ernig is on his way to duty in the
Pacific.
• • •
The poor express man has cer-
tainly had some weird packages
to deliver of late. Monday after-
noon he appeared at Freeman
with six cocoanuts. Three were
for Mary Margaret Topping '46
and the other three for her room
mate, Nancy Platt '46. Oh, no,
there was nothing like a crate to
hide the things. They came un-
wrapped in their outer shells with
cards neatly tacked on each!
Ever eat fresh cocoanuts? They
are good!-----
Personnel
(Continued from PaKe Three)
It must be nice to have men
chasing you. Just ask Barbara
Huber '47 and she'll tell you all
about it. It seems a Coast Guard
cadet went to the trouble of go-
ing through the pictures of all the
college students trying to find out
her name. Her blue raincoat and
red boots had intrigued him at
the movies one night. Well, all
that was to no avail, so he posted
notices on the college bulletin
boards advertising for her. The
upshot was that he finally found
his dream girl and they were. last
seen peacefully eating supper at
Martorn's Friday nigttt.
Worfd-Wide Duties
Of Red Cross Need
Our Contributions
According to an announcement
made by American Red Cross
headquarters, colleges and uni-
versities have made a material
contribution to that organization
in its expansion in recent years.
Today more than 7,000 men and
women are serving with the Red
Cross overseas, while additional
thousands are stationed in this
Another sophomore is engaged! country.
Their jobs require not only skill
irt human relations, but in many
cases professional and technical
training of the highest order. This
training was furnished in part by
American institutions of higher
education and thus the American
Red Cross has been able to carry
on its wor-ld-wide duties in a man-
omd ner which has brought praisefrom every quarter.. I I I The 'blood donor project, theprogram of services to the armed
,., ... forces, and the never-ending work
Fri., March 23 tnru 1\[on.,1\larch 26 at h me which looks to the im-
Laird Cregar; Linda Darnell 0 .
and George Sanders provernent of health and hapPI-
HANGOVER SQUARE _ ness of the indl"idual and com.
TUE 8lcfl~~O\:.OFF munity, haVe been continued and
with Arthur Lake expanded as needed.
Tues.. I\1ar. 27 thru Thurs., Mar. 29 With the advent of peace the
Roy Rogers; Trigger in Red Cross will face new tasksSONG OF 1I.'EVADA .
with Dale Evans New people will be needed to car-
SHADOW O¥oSUSPICION ry on, and it will be largely from
----- Comlng! American colleges and universi-
BRING ON THE GffiLS \ ties that these people will be
drawn. In thf! meantime, however,
the Red Cross must continue its
GARDE wartime work. It must maintainWAllNERBROS. an increasing flow 0]. blood plas-
ma. It must continue to serve in
every theater of operation.
• • •
YELLOW CAB
PHONE 4321
Starting Wednesday
I'll Be Seeing You
with
GINGER ROOIt:RS
JOSEPH COTTEN
SIURLEY TEMPLE
--CO-Feature---- labor and industrial relations, and
Nothing But Trouble on New Testament literature.
with He is a conciliator on the Amer-
Laurel and Hardy ican Arbitration association, is re-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~Isearch director of the UnitedChristian Council for Democracy....:. and vice-president of the National
~l~ Council on SOViet-American-.JJ:lJ'~ friendship, With Spencer Miller,
- he is co-author of "The Church
and Industry," and is' the author
of numerous articles and pam-
phlets on topics within his field.
, Conference
(Continued from PaJ;e'One)
Wed_ and Thul"S. March 21-22
The Thio Man Goes Home
Wm. Powell and Myrna Loy
- Plus-
Babes on Swing Streel ..."..."""" ....."..""..""" ....""..",,,,,,,,,,,,.,,"' ....
Telephone 2-2619
Fri. and Sat. March 23-2ol
Suzanna Fostl?'r; Boris Karlotr
The Climax
Filmed fn Color
Co-Feature
The Yellow Rose of Texas
is the author of a Monograph of
the famous Breckenridge family
of Kentucky.
Alvaro de Silva, who taught
Spanish at last year's summer
session, is coming back again this
year from New York university
A Chilean,_ Professor de Silva h~
contributed short stories to the
Latin American magazines, and
one of his recent stories appeared
in the December issue of "Har.
per's Bazaar." As a newspaper
man, Prof. de Silva has travelett.
in India, China, Spain and France.
On Faculty at Queens
Henry Miller studied on a fel.
Iowship at Bocclnl university, the
leading economic' university in
Italy, and is the author of "Price
Control in Fascist Italy." Since
1938 he has been an associate Pro.
fessor of economics at Queens
college, and he also teaches two
classes at Columbia.
At present the plans of some 01
the departments are indefinite
and therefore this list is incorn:
plete. The last of the' names
which have thus far been an.
nounced is Richard Chase, Who is
an instructor of English at Co.
Iurnbla university and the author
of many articles in current maga,
zines. '
All Knitting Supplles
Home Arts Corner
9 UNION STREET
m:urner'~
jflo1tJer~bop
Incorporated
27 Main St., New London
Specialize in
• Corsages
• Fall Decorations
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I
I
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I
I
I
1
Glass - Silver f
Unusual Gifts I
L. Lewis & Co. I
Established 1860
I
I
I•
Slate and Green Streets
NEW LONDON, CONN
Danny Doyle's
Restanrant Annex
Charcoa( Broiled Steaks
and Chops
Sea Food Cocktails
101 North Bank Street
New London
Red Rose
Restaurant
James Wong, Mgr.
OUR COTTONS ARE HERE!
• Chambrays
• Eyelet BatistesChinese and American
Cooking 1792 1944
The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New_London; Conn.
Trust and Commercial Depts.
152 YEARS OF SERVICE
Sun. and 1\o10n. 1\rarch 25-26
Gary Cooper
Casanova Brown
and
Corse of the Cat People ,.""
~'.. The Eatinl';" Place of •Pleasant l\-Iemory
14 Main St., New London
::,""".."."'''''''''" ...."'',,.,,''''''''',, ..,,''''''''''''''''~
.• Piques
• Linens
bernards
253 State Street
